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ABSTRACT: In this paper we develop methods to solve constrained fuzzy 
minimization problems for a class of fuzzy functions by using interval meth
ods. The class of fuzzy functions we consider for the minimization problems 
is the set of real-valued functions where one or more parameters/coefficients 
are fuzzy numbers. The focus of this research is to explore some relationships 
between fuzzy set theory and interval analysis as it relates to optimization 
problems 
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Introduction: This paper considers a fuzzy number as uncertainty in a 
given numeric quantity by defining a possibility distribution for the quantity. 
For example, the value is observed to be about 2 might be represented by 
the triangular fuzzy number (1.5,2,2.5) (see (4]) which defines a possibility 
distribution for the observation. The class of fuzzy functions considered 
here are those that are real-valued functions with at least one coefficient 
being a fuzzy number. In particular, the fuzzy functions we use are real
valued functions where the coefficients (parameters) are explicitly denoted 
as a vector a, so that f(x) - f(ii, x) and it is a subset of the components of ii 
that contain the uncertainty of the underlying cause/effect that the function 
models. When one or more of the parameters are "fuzzified," we denote the 
fuzzy function f ('a, x). 

A decision maker (DM) is faced with optimizing a function subject to 
constraints where it is not known precisely what objective function and what 
the constraint functions are except possibilistically. In our case this means 
that the DM does not know precisely what the coefficients ii E a are, just 
that they belong to their respective possibilistic/fuzzy sets. Each instance 
of ii E a yields a crisp nonlinear programming ( nlp) problem for which an 
optimal solution exits in principle. In this situation, not only does the DM 
need to optimize over all decision variables x (the traditional nlp problem) , 
but even before this, the DM must deal with the uncertainties a. The three 
approaches we present in the sequel to solve the fuzzy optimization problem 
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are three ways that deal with the uncertainties a and in turn, are chosen so 
that we can exploit interval methods. 

Throughout this paper we will identify a fuzzy subset with the symbol rv 

over a letter. For example if X is a set, then x will be used to denote a fuzzy 
subset of X and Xa will denote the a-level of possibility for x, i.e. it is the 
crisp set 

x = {x 1 1-tx (x) � a for a E (0,1] } a 
1-tx (x)>O for a=O 

where 1-tx denotes the membership function of x. The set of x for which 
J-tx (x)>O is called the support of :i. We also use interval notation as follows. 
When the context requires it, an interval number is superscripted so that 
a1 = [a-, a+] where a- ::; a+ are the left and right endpoints of the interval 
a1. We will use the midpoint of an interval so define mid{ a1} = (a-+a+)/2. 
The rules associated with interval arithmetic can be found in several texts 
(see [4] and [8] for example) . 

The nonlinear fuzzy constrained minimization problem we study here is: 

such that 

opt z = f(a, x) 

G(b, x) = (gi(b, x), . . . , gm(b, x))r::; o 
X E !1n = [x},xT] X ... X [x�,x�] 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 

where a= {ii1, ... , iip)r, b = (b1, ... , bq)T are vectors of fuzzy numbers consid
ered here as the parameters (coefficients) of the problem, /, G are continuous 
for each a-level in the parameter and variables and apt is either min or max. 

Given fuzzy numbers iii, and bi, let the a-level ( 0::; a::; 1 ) be denoted 

a{ (a ) - [a;(a), ai(a)] 
b{(a) - [bi(a),bi(a)], 

(4) 
(5) 

then the a-level of the coefficient vectors are the closed and bounded interval 
vectors 

We will concentrate our analysis on the a-level of the constraint set given by 
(2)and (3); that is, 
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no: = n�=l n� (7) 

In the sequel, we prove that no: is compact so that our optimization problem 
is, in principle, well-defined. 

We will have occasion to use the unconstrained version of the constrained 
optimization problem by folding the constraints into the objective function 
using penalties for violating the constraint (6) in the following way. Let 

m 

F(a, x) = F(a, b, c, x) = f(a, x) + E hk(a, b, c, x) max{gk(b, x), 0} (8) 
k=1 

for x E nn and hk is the fuzzy penalty function for violating the kth constraint 
and cis an explicit fuzzy parameter of the penalty function hk different from 
the fuzzy parameters that were originally given. We have renamed the right
most a of (8) a := (a, b, c)T. 

The second section discusses how to obtain a solution at each a-level 
which will result in one fixed number for our first approach and a closed 
interval of numbers for each decision variable x for our second and third 
approaches. These a-level solutions form fuzzy numbers and these will be 
analyzed with respect to obtaining an optimum from a set of fuzzy numbers 
in the third section. Since a membership function is uniquely defined by its 
a-levels and each membership function uniquely defines a fuzzy set (number) , 
the approach taken here is well-defined. The fourth section contains some 
theorems dealing with the properties of the constraint sets and the last section 
contains some conclusions and observations. 
Remark 1: We interpret the fuzzy inequality constraint G(b, x) ::=; 0 to be 
satisfied if for some ba E "b; the inequality is satisfied for each 0 ::=; a ::=; 1 
since all values of ba are at least a possible. If the constraint is interpreted 
as for all ba E 'b;, the constraint is crisp. 
Remark 2:If 9k is linear, then n� is convex ( see [12]). Thus, a fuzzy linear 
programming problem with crisp objective function coefficients becomes a 
convex programming problem. 
Remark 3: We point out that a variety of researchers use several definitions 
for a fuzzy function (see, for example, [1], [3],[5],[11], and [15]). However, all 
these researchers agree that a real-valued function with fuzzy coefficients (our 
f ( ii, x) and G (b, x)) constitutes a fuzzy function, albeit, not the most general 
that can be obtained. 

Fuzzy Optimization: There is latitude in how to interpret what is 
meant by optimizing a fuzzy function subject to fuzzy constraint (see, for 
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example, [1], [2], [3], [6], [7], [9], [10], [13], [14], and [16]). Since our fo
cus is on the relationship between interval analysis and fuzzy set theory, we 
concentrate on three interpretations. One is based on [10], and two other 
approaches which we define below. We point out that Luhandjula, [7], has a 
useful discussion of fuzzy optimization approaches. 

Approach 1: Sakawa and Yano, [10], interpret (1), (2) and (3) as follows. 
For a fixed a, find the optimal value over all parameters iia E ii1 (a) and 
ba E i} (a) and decision variables x. That is, the parameters become decision 
variables along with x and are constrained by their respective intervals. In 
this case we have the following optimization problem: 

such that 

G(ba,x) -
x E 

Za =opt f(aa, X) 

_. _. T (gl(ba,x), .. . ,gm(ba,x)) � 0 
I _,. _.I On, iia E a (a) , and b a E b (a) . 

(9) 

(10) 
(11) 

It is clear that approach 1, under our initial assumptions, is simply a 
nlp which is well defined and in principle solvable using any number of tech
niques. What is also clear is that the solution from approach 1 is the most 
optimistic one possible and so is an upper bound for all fuzzy optimization 
solutions, though it assumes that the coefficients are under the DM's power 
to determine. 

Regardless, each a-level yields a crisp number solution. Thus, the unique 
fuzzy number z whose membership function is defined by the a-levels Za and 
it is this fuzzy number z that will be our fuzzy solution for approach 1. It 
remains to choose the optimal decision associated with this fuzzy number. 
This discussion is left to the next section. 

Approach 2:The second approach to optimizing fuzzy functions is the fol
low�g. For each possible decision x, we wish to consider all possible out
comes. To consider all possible outcomes, we must allow a decision x the 
possibility of violating the constraint. For this reason, we work with the un
constrained version of the problem and use the penalized objective function 

F(a, x), x E On given by (8). For each fixed x E On, define 

F;(x) - min{Fa(iia,x) I iia E ii1(a)} (12) 
F;t(x) = max{Fa(iia,x) I iia E ii1(a)} (13) 
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so that, 
F�(x) = [F;(x), F;(x)]. (14) 

We could define 
Za =opt {mid(F�(x)) I x EOn}, (15) 

but then Za is the a-level optimum value of F(a,x). The decision variable 
x that is optimal at a given a-level, in general will not be related to an 
optimal decision for another a-level. That is, an optimal decision Xa for a 
particular a may be a terrible decision for another a-level. By optimizing 
over the decisions at this point causes loss of information about the shape 
of the distribution of the uncertainty. The defuzzification process should be 
the last step of the process. For these reasons, we do not use (15) as an 
optimizing criterion. 

Instead, we let fuzzy number F(X) be that fuzzy set whose membership 
function is obtained by defining its a-level to be {14) and we find an optimal 
decision based on this fuzzy relation. In this way, we keep all the information 
associated with the a-levels and decide based on the possibility function for 
each decision x rather than defuzzifying at each a-level as in (15). How to 
obtain the optimal decision for these fuzzy numbers considering all a-levels 
is developed in the next section. Therefore, unlike approach 1, we have a 
fuzzy solution to our problem, which does NOT assllll!_e that the DM has the 
ability to control the choice of the parameters a and b. 

Approach 3: We call this the "Method of Minimum Regrets." This ap
proach, like approach 2, considers the possibility of a constraints violation. 
Thus the penalized function, F(a,x), is used. Consider a DM who is faced 
with uncertainty in the parameters of function F. That is, the DM knows the 
objective function F possibilistically. If the DM knew what the parameter 
values were, an optimal decision could in principle be taken. That is, given 
fixed values iia E a1(a), ba E b1{a), and Ca E <f(a), let 

(16) 

This is the optimal decision that, in theory, can be made given complete 
knowledge about the actual value of the parameters. Since the parameters are 
not know with certainty, the DM measures the affect of making a particular 
decision x by analyzing the absolute value of two differences, one between 
what is the best possible set of parameters that could occur for this particular 
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decision x minus the optimal decision over all possible decisions given these 
best parameters and the other between what is the worse possible set of 
parameters that could occur for this particular decision x minus the optimal 
decision over all possible decisions given these worse parameters. These two 
values form an interval for each x which then defines a fuzzy number for each 
decision variable x. From this set of fuzzy numbers we can, with methods 
discussed in the next section, obtain the decision which is an optimum. 

Let's attempt to interpret what this might mean in the case that our 
original optimization problem were a linear programming problem. In this 
case the DM has a crisp linear program to solve but does not have enough 
information to fully characterize the linear program other than by using fuzzy 
coefficients. The objective of this third approach is to obtain a result from 
taking a decision that is as close to the optimal result as possible; i.e., to 
minimize the possible difference between the result the DM actually achieves 
(by making a decision) and the optimal result achievable given complete 
knowledge (of the parameters). 

Formally, for each x E nn let 

e;(x) - min{j F(aa, x)- p(aa) j, aa E a1(a)}, (17) 
e�(x) - max{j F(aa, x)- p(aa) j, aa E a1(a)}, (18) 

so that for each x we have, 

e�(x) = [e;(x), e�(x)]. (19) 

Thus, we have a fuzzy number e(x) for each x EOn uniquely defined by 
its membership function whose a-levels is given (19). We show how to obtain 
an optimal decision associated with this fuzzy relation, e(x). 

Remark 4:(3] show that all possible differences, I F(aa, x)- p(aa) j, are 
contained in e�(x) so that (19) is indeed a well-defined interval; i.e., it is 
connected for each x. Thus, e�(x) represents the range of all possible dif
ferences between a given decision x and the optimal outcome the DM could 
have achieved were knowledge sufficient to realize an a-priori crisp set of 
parameters. 

As with approach 2, we have a fuzzy number (one for each decision) which 
must be minimized to obtain the solution to the fuzzy optimization problem 
and as in the previous approach, the ability of the DM to determine the 
value of a and b is not assumed. The discussion of how to pick the decision 
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variable x, which minimizes e( x) over the set of fuzzy numbers is left to the 
next section. Before we develop this, we present an example. 

Example: Consider a company that seeks to maximize its profits where 
the profit per commodity sold is know to lie in the interval [1 ,2] and there is 
a holding cost for unsold items known to be between 2 and 3; that is, in the 
interval [2,3]. Suppose the number of commodities sold can be no more than 
the parameter b where bE [10, 12]. Thus, our fuzzy constrained optimization 
problem is: 

maxf(a,x) - ax 
subject to 0 S x S b 

a - [1, 2], b = [10, 12], X E [0, 20] 

(20) 
(21) 
(22) 

Note: Here, we have x E !21 = [0, 20] and in our constrained case, we do 
not allow the upper bound of the constraint function at each a-level to be 
violated;i.e., the penalty is infinite for violating the constraint. In essence, 
this means that 0 S x S 12 for the constrained case and !21 is redundant. 

The unconstrained optimization problem resulting from folding into the 
objective function a penalty for violating the constraint is: 

maxF(a, x) - ax- amax{x- b, O}- cmax{x- b,O} (23) 
a [1, 2], b = [1o, 12], c = [2, 3], x E n1 = [o, 2o]. (24) 

Unlike the constrained case, we allow the right-hand side constraint to be 
violated at a cost which is reflected in the penalty function 

h(a, b, c, x) = -a max {x - b, O}- cmax{x- b,O}. 

The first penalty a max { X - b, 0} is simply the dollar for dollar offset to 
the objective ax for commodities that cannot be sold. The second penalty 
cmax{x- b,O}is the cost of holding the unsold units. In this example, all a
levels of our fuzzy parameters are equal since the fuzzy numbers are intervals. 
This simplifies the identification of the optimal decision which is done below. 
We formally address the issue of optimizing over more general fuzzy numbers 
in the next section. 
Approach l (see Sakawa and Yano [10] ): This approach works with the 
constrained problem (20), (21), and (22). It is clear that f(a, x) s 24 and 
that for a = 2, b = 12, and x = 12 (which is feasible) , f(2, 12) = 24. 
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Therefore the optimal value is x* = 12. 
Approach 2: This approach works with the unconstrained problem (23), 
and (24). To solve the above, we break up the interval into three subintervals 
0 � x � 10, 10 < x � 12 and 12 � x � 20. Moreover, since the fuzzy 
numbers are intervals and the value of all the a-levels are the same, the 
resulting fuzzy function is an interval. In this case, with the absence of any 
other information, the optimum value is the decision x which optimizes the 
midpoint of the interval. 

(i)O � x � 10 : x is certainly feasible and we have an unconstrained 
problem. 

so that 

max{mid(F1(a,x))} = max{(F-(x) + p+(x))/2} = max3x/2,0 � x � 10 

which results in F(a*, X*) = 15 where x* = 10. 
(ii)10 � X< 12 : 
Case 1: x < b 

Case 2: x 2:: b 

F(a,x) =ax- a(x- b)- c(x- b)= ab+c(b- x) 

and we have, 

40 - 3x < x � ab + c(b - x) � 2x 
[x, 2x] C [40- 3x, 2x] 

F1 (a, x) - [40- 3x, 2x] = [F-(x), p+(x)] 

max{mid(F(a,x))} = max{(F-(x)+F+(x))/2} = max{20-x/2}, 10 � x � 12 

which results in F(a*, X*) = 15 where x* = 10. 
(iii) 12 � x � 20: Since x 2:: b, (ii) Case 2 above applies and the minimum 

for these values of x will occur at x = 12 resulting in a objective function 
value of 14 which is inferior to (ii) . 
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Therefore, overall, the optimum is F(a*, X*) = 15 where x* = 10. 
Approach 3 : This approach also works with the unconstrained problem 
(23), and (24). Since flt = [0, 20] for this example, we have 

p( iio:, ben Co:) - max {ax - a max{ x -b, 0} -c max{ x -b, 0} I x E [0, 20]} 

- ab. 

Moreover, for X �  b, F(a,x) =ax and for X 2:: b, F(a, x) = ab + c(b-x). 
(i) 0 � X < 10 

Since x � b for all x we have: 

and 

e+(x) - et(x) =max{ ! ax-ab I ,  a E [1, 2], bE [10, 12]} 

- 24- 2x, 

e-(x) - e�(x) =min{ I ax-ab I, a E [1, 2]}, bE [10, 12] 

- 10-x, 

e(x) = e1 (x) = [10-x, 24-2x]. 

Therefore, the optimal solution is the solution that minimizes the regret 
function;i.e., 

min{mid(e1(x)) = 17- 3x/21 0 � x � 10} = 2 

which occurs for x = 10. 
(ii) 10 � X � 12 

We will compute e+ first. 
Case 1: x � b 

et(x) - max{ I ax-ab I ,  a E [1, 2], bE [10, 12]} 
- 24-2x 

Case 2: x > b 

et(x) - max{ I ab + c(b-x)-ab I ,  a E [1, 2], c E [2, 3], bE [10, 12]} 
- max{ c(x- b), c E [2, 3], bE [10, 12]} 

- 3x-30 
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Therefore, for both cases, 

e+(x) = et(x) = max{24- 2x, 3x- 30} 

Next we compute e-. 
Case 1: x ::; b 

e-(x) - e�(x) = min{j ax- ab I, a E [1, 2], bE (10, 12]} 

- 0 

Case 2: x > b 

e-(x) - e�(x) =min{ I ab + c(b- x)- ab I, a E [1, 2], c E [2, 3], bE [10, 12]} 

- min{ c(x- b), c E [2, 3], bE [10, 12)} 
- 0. 

e(x) = e1 (x) = [0, max{24- 2x, 3x- 30}]. 

So that the value of the minimum of the regret function is: 

min{mid(e1(x))} = min{max{24- 2x,3x- 30}/2} 1 10::; x::; 12} = 1.2 

which occurs for x* = 10.8 for this example. 
(iii) 12 ::; x ::; 20 : Since x � b (ii) Case 2 applies and the minimum will 

be min{3x- 30} for 12 ::; x ::; 20, since 3x- 30 > 24- 2x. This results in 
x* = 12 with the minimum regret function having a value of 3 {the midpoint 
of [0, 6]}. 

Therefore, overall, the optimal decision is x* = 10.8, with the value of 
the minimum regret function value being 1.2 for this example. All three 
approaches yield different solutions. It is therefore important that in fuzzy 
optimization, the sense in which the fuzzy optimum is being taken, be ex
plicitly understood. 

The Optimum of a Set of Fuzzy Numbers: We distinguish two cases 
associated with the three approaches defined above. For the number z that is 
obtained from (9), the optimal decision variable x associated with the fuzzy 
optimum z is the x that produces the a-level which is at the center of gravity 
of z. That is, let 

* f Jltz(z)zdz 
z - _ __;_..;____ - f Jltz(z)dz · 
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For this particular z*, there is an associated a such that z*= z0• The decision 
variables x which produced this Za is then the associated optimal decision. 

For numbers F(x) obtained from the second approach, (14), we compute 
the center of gravity for each x EOn; that is, 

F*(x) = 
I J-tt(x)(y)ydy

. I J-tfr(x) (y )dy 

The optimal decision are those x such that 

F* = opt{F*(x) I x EOn}· 

Likewise, for numbers e(x) obtained from the third approach, (19), we com
pute the center of gravity for each x E On; that is, 

e*(X) = I 1-te(x)(y)ydy
. I 1-te(x) (y )dy 

The optimal decision are those x such that 

e* = min{e*(x) I x EOn}· 

We remark that the a hove is simply one of several ways to defuzzify the re
sulting fuzzy objective functions defined by (14) and (19). Regardless, each 
of the above defuzzifications results in a real-valued function which is then 
optimized. This is the general tenor of most fuzzy optimization approaches. 
So the process of fuzzy optimization can be viewed as one which treats the un
certainties as possibility values which are translated into fuzzy relationships. 
These fuzzy relationships in turn are transformed into a crisp real-valued 
functions which are optimized in some sense. Except for the first approach, 
this process, as we have developed it, requires interval computations; that is, 
each a-level requires the computation of interval functions. 

Properties of Fuzzy Constraint Sets: It is clear that the properties 
of constraint set (6) are key to obtaining a computational method to solve 

(1), (2) and (3). We now focus on the constraint set (7) . Since gk(ba, x) is 
continuous in ba E b� and x EOn and both b� and nn are compact sets, 3 
(ll(a), �k) and (f/(a), xk) such that 

'l!_k(a) = gk(!l(a),�k) = min{gk(ba, x),ba E b� and x E nn}, 
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k -k k _, _, _.I y (a) = 9k(b (a), x ) = max{gk(ba, x), ba E ba and x E fln}, 
Moreover, 

and 
if(a) = 9k(l1(a), �). 

Remark 6:H yk(a) > 0, then fuzzy constrained nonlinear programming 
problem is certai;-ly infeasible. If yk(a) < 0, then the kth constraint is 
certainly redundant. 

Let 

n; - {xI G(ba,x) � 0 for all ba E b�, X E nn} (25) 
n� - {X I G(ba, x) :::; 0 for some ba E b�, X E nn} (26) 

where (25) is called the pessimistic constraint set and (26) is called the op
timistic constraint set. 

Theorem 1 For all 0 �a:::; {3:::; 1, n� 2 n� 2 n� 2 n! and n� � n� � 
n: � n1. 
Proof. The proof follows directly from the definitions.D 

Note that this theorem implies that the fuzzy number z defined by the 
a-levels Za given by (9) is indeed a fuzzy number since Za will be monotone 
as a function of a. 

Theorem 2 n� is a compact set for all a and k, 1 :::; k :::; m. 
Proof. n� is bounded for each k since n� � On and On is bounded. To 
show that n� is closed, assume that {Xi} is a sequence of points in n� and 
let X* = limi-+OO xi E fln. Now, since xi E n� * 3 � E "b; such that 

.__._ -+I -+. --I gk(�, x) � 0. Since ba is compact, 3 b� such that b� = limi-+00 � E b0• By as-

sumption gk(f{, x) is continuous in both ba and x so that 1imi�oo9k(� , xi)= 
9k(limi�oo �' limj�oo xi) = gk(b�, X*) :::; 0 * X* E Q� and the theorem is 
proved.D 

Conclusions: The results of the study show that, to compute the so
lution to the fuzzy optimization problem with the fuzzy functions involved 
containing fuzziness via the parameters of the functions, the transformation 
to an interval optimization problem is needed. In addition, it was shown how 
to obtain a crisp decision associated with a fuzzy optimal solution. 
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